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Outcomes
1. Goals for nature recovery - making sense of it all
2. The reality – what is required to make it happen
3. The opportunities – how are AONBs going to
respond
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England’s future Strategy for
Nature
25 YEP commitment to publish a new
Strategy for Nature to replace
Biodiversity 2020.
Target date for publication – early 2021
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What is the Nature Recovery Network?
“…as we know, there are known knowns; there are things we
know we know. We also know there are known unknowns;
that is to say we know there are some things we do not know.
But there are also unknown unknowns—the ones we don't
know we don't know”.
Donald Rumsfeld, US Secretary of Defense, 12 February 2002

Nature Recovery Network– the known knowns
“a growing and resilient network of land, water and sea that is richer in plants and wildlife”
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GOALS
Restore 75% of protected sites to
favourable condition
500,000 ha of additional wildlife
habitat
Recover threatened, iconic or
economically important species
Plant 180,000 ha of woodland by 2042
Nature Recovery Areas
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PRINCIPLES
Achieve nature recovery + wider
ecosystem services
For nature + people
Rural + peri-urban + urban
Based on Lawtonian principles
Core areas, potential areas
A strategic spatial prioritization
framework
A shared endeavour
Built locally
Sustainable long-term

Nature Recovery Network - the known unknowns
DESIGN?

• How much land is needed to
create resilient and functioning
ecosystems for nature?
• What habitats/wildlife should we
prioritise?
• Where should we target our
resources?
• What shape, configuration and
proximity should the habitat
blocks be to one another?

DELIVERY?
• Nature Recovery Maps
• Nature Recovery Plans
• Guidance (set of rules)
External factors
• Legislation
• Regulation
• Integrated environmental
delivery
• Behavioural change
• Green investment

SUSTAINABILITY?
Resilient protected landscapes
• Aligned policy for nature,
landscape, sustainable land use
• Safeguarding the different
components
• Climate change adaptation
Outcomes
Recovery of nature (habitats and
species)
+
Wider ecosystem services eg,
+
Benefits for people

Opportunities for AONBs
1

2

Current state of nature in 3 Future state of nature in
AONBs
AONBs?
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256,000 Ha of SSSIs (25% of

85,000 Ha in favourable
condition (33% of AONB resource)

75% of SSSI in favourable
condition (ie, 750,000 Ha)

Nature resource in
AONBs
national resource)

200,000 Ha of SSSI in
favourable condition (78% of
AONB resource)

England nature
recovery target

430,000 Ha of Priority
205,000 Ha in SSSI
100,000 Ha of wildlife-rich
Habitats (24% of national resource) 73,000 Ha in HLS outside SSSI habitat outside protected
153,000 Ha outside both SSSI sites created/restored
and HLS

500,000 Ha of new habitat
created/restored (cf. 1.9m Ha
of priority habitats in
England)

264,000 Ha of woodland (20%

Includes:
179,000 Ha broadleaved
54,000 Ha conifer
11,000 Ha mixed

30,000 Ha of new woodland,
planted or naturally
regenerated in the right
places

180,000 Ha new woodland
(=13.77 % on total woodland
cover in England 1.3m Ha
woodland in England)

Number of priority species in
AONBs unknown

Status unknown

Remove at least 30
threatened species relevant
to AONBs from the S41 list

Target unknown (943 species
plants/animals on S41 list)

Existing investment
initiatives?

State unknown

Nature Recovery Plan for
each AONB

Targeted network
“development areas”

Source: MEOPL data 2017.

The 34 AONBs cover 1.9m Ha / 15% of England.

of national resource)

Discussion
1. Goals for nature recovery – does it all make sense?
2. The reality – do you have everything you need to
make it happen?
3. The opportunities – are they achieveable? Ambitious
enough?

Bonus slides

The following slides were prepared for the workshop discussion, if needed

National Planning Policy Framework
170 d). minimising impacts on and providing net gains for biodiversity, including by establishing
coherent ecological networks that are more resilient to current and future pressures;
171. Plans should: distinguish between the hierarchy of international, national and locally designated
sites; allocate land with the least environmental or amenity value, where consistent with other policies
in this Framework; take a strategic approach to maintaining and enhancing networks of habitats and
green infrastructure; and plan for the enhancement of natural capital at a catchment or landscape scale
across local authority boundaries.
174.To protect and enhance biodiversity and geodiversity, plans should:
a) Identify, map and safeguard components of local wildlife-rich habitats and wider ecological networks,
including the hierarchy of international, national and locally designated sites of importance for
biodiversity; wildlife corridors and stepping stones that connect them; and areas identified by national
and local partnerships for habitat management, enhancement, restoration or creation; and
b) promote the conservation, restoration and enhancement of priority habitats, ecological networks and
the protection and recovery of priority species; and identify and pursue opportunities for securing
measurable net gains for biodiversity.

Design rules for habitat patches
Habitat patches can have all sort of shapes.
Designing new habitat patches, some shapes are
more profitable for most species than others.
In the figure left, rules for design are presented,
based on the ‘theory of island biogeography’.
For each rule, the design on the left is seen as
superior to the alternative on the right.

Superior

Inferior

A habitat network is sustainable if:
1. any patch carrying capacity exceeds
Minimum Viable Population size

Fragmentation low

CC>MVP

2. there is a key patch and the total network is
large enough
KP

3. there is no key patch but the total network
size is very large
Fragmentation
high

Method for designing ecological networks
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General requirements for ecological networks

